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INTRODUCTION
This report is written to respond to a request from the Shetland Charitable Trust, to
provide a report on the “health effects (if any) of wind farms”.
In December 2012 a scoping of this piece of work was agreed.
Project Aim: To report on the known (ideally published) literature of Health Impact
Assessment work done on wind farms (primarily but not exclusively English speaking
publications) with commentary on the quality of the evidence presented in relation to the
published literature on effective Health Impact Assessment work.
This report presents that work.
In the report I have used the range of sources available as described in the section on
method, referencing the relevant material with hopefully enough explanation for the
reader to understand not only the evidence and conclusions being presented, but also
the strength and validity of the material to explain its contribution to our current
understanding.
Reference is also made to Health Impact Assessment methodology in as much as this
leads to a better understanding of the literature and information presented.
The potential impacts of wind farms in relation to the health of local populations can be
summarised under the following headings: construction and operational safety, flicker,
electromagnetic radiation, and noise including low frequency sound. The report is
divided into sections under each of these headings.
Some Health and Environmental Impact Assessments also include features of social
and economic impact that might be considered to have an indirect impact on health, but
these are not covered in this report.
Chapter 1 sets out the method of this work, including an explanation of the range of
literature found and used, with some explanation of the type and quality of evidence
available and how it is interpreted. It briefly covers the methodology of Health Impact
Assessments, and their role in both understanding health effects of environmental
challenges, and of contributing to the management and potential mitigation of risks
identified. It includes the definitions of health referred to in later sections.
Chapter 2 deals with construction and operational safety issues;
Chapter 3 explains the phenomenon and potential health impacts of flicker;
Chapter 4 briefly describes the known effects of electromagnetic radiation on the human
body, in the frequency range associated with wind farms;
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Chapter 5 covers noise. This section includes a brief explanation of sound, noise, its
measurement, low frequency noise and infrasound, noise production from wind
turbines, and the effects of noise on health in general and from wind turbines in
particular.
Chapter 6 describes the literature on Wind Turbine Syndrome and Vibro Acoustic
Disease.
Chapter 7 is a brief section referring to the literature on mitigation, though presenting
this in detail was not seen as a core part of the brief for this project.
The report ends with conclusions and a summary.
Disclaimer:
This work has been undertaken by myself as a Public Health practitioner, and does not
represent the views of Shetland NHS Board. I do not claim expertise in wind technology,
nor in the clinical areas referred to. I am aiming this report at members of the Shetland
community who would like to be better informed about the possible health effects of
wind farms, and therefore it presents my understanding of the issues and available
evidence. It is not a Health Impact Assessment of the Shetland Wind Farm proposal.
Any omissions / errors are unintentional and mine alone.

Dr Sarah Taylor
Director of Public Health
NHS Shetland
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METHOD
The task in this review was to collect and present known literature on Health Impact
Assessments (HIAs) of Wind Farms (WFs) and to give a general understanding of the
conclusions reached.
An initial search of the formal literature was done using key words: health and health
impact assessment(s), wind farms, wind turbine(s); via scientific publication databases
including MEDLINE, PubMed, OVID, SAGE. Documents were also used from a search
of a wider set of databases undertaken for the literature review to inform the Public
Health Impact Assessment commissioned but unpublished by Viking Energy.
A limited number of formally published Health Impact Assessments on individual wind
farm projects were found, along with a larger number of published literature reviews,
and summaries / reviews of evidence of the health impacts and effects of wind farms,
which have been used to inform this report.
The published assessments and reviews call on a common body of published literature,
the detail depending on the time, scale, academic rigour and context of the work.
I have also referred directly to a range of this source literature and the original research
referenced in the published HIAs and reviews, to get an understanding of the
technology, of the phenomena referred to, and of the mechanisms of potential health
impact as reported, and to make sense of the HIA literature and of the conclusions
reached, to be able to present this in a meaningful way.
Where Health Impact Assessments and reviews of evidence have given wider literature
sources than I have used directly, I have tried to indicate this, so that readers can
pursue details of interest themselves.
Types and quality of evidence and its interpretation
Most of the more formal evidence reviews contain an element of analysis and critique of
the evidence base1 2 3 4 and some, particularly those from academic units, are peerreviewed.
The most recent found1 is an update of an original evidence review4 of available
research on the characteristics of wind turbines that may have the potential to affect the
health of nearby residents, published in Canada.
Some are presented as summaries with or without comment, for instance a web-based
publication of extracted highlights of a range of literature, without explicit methodology
or critique5. Some are explicit about the methodologies used in the review, including
database sources, search terms, and distinguishing between types and quality of
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literature sources.1 3 4 6 Some refer only to peer-reviewed scientific literature and others
also to the most prominent information from popular literature.
They include evidence reviews commissioned by government or public bodies working
at policy level,3 expert and / or independent Panel Reports,7 8 reviews commissioned
by the Wind Energy sector and its supporters, and by opposers to wind farm
development.9 Some are carried out by independent professionals whether or not they
are commissioned.10 11 12
At best publications declare interests in terms of both the researchers and the
commissioning body, though not all do this. The literature also includes responses to
reviews and impact assessments which include criticisms of their methodology and / or
conclusions. Some of the published criticisms of particular pieces of work refer
specifically to undeclared interests of the authors which lead critics to be sceptical of the
validity of the work or more often of the conclusions drawn.13
There are a number of publications presented as Health Impact Assessments of wind
farms in general14 and a number of published HIAs of specific wind farm projects,
sometimes published as an element of Environmental Impact Assessments.7 15 16 17 18 19
There are a small number of pieces of original research in this field that are designed
with a clear research purpose, explicit methodologies of study design and analysis,
peer-reviewed in terms of methodology, results and conclusions, and published in peerreviewed scientific journals. Quantitative researchA of this type specifically on aspects
of wind farms and health include a number of field studies,20 21 which are cross
sectional, with randomised control samples, valid theoretical hypotheses and structures
from recognised scientific backgrounds of research. The purpose is masked to avoid
bias, they include valid measurement tools, and outcomes are quantified and expressed
in terms of statistical significance.
There are a number of surveys of people living near wind farms.10 22 23 These vary in
their methodologies: some such as MORI attempt to avoid bias by avoiding asking
people directly about sources. Others also masked the subject with other themes or
presenting a neutral theme, and other questions as well as on wind farms.21
Qualitative researchB includes case studies which range from those published in the
scientific literature which examine numbers of cases of people presenting with
problems, with varying degrees of, and sometimes without substantiation, drawing
variable theoretical / observational conclusions; to anecdotal reports from unpublished
literature, popular media sources and personal communications.

A

Quantitative research; refers to investigations via mathematical or statistical measurement.
Qualitative research: gathers information often from case studies for a more in depth understanding of
behaviour, situations or context.
B
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Publications are often categorised as those published formally in peer reviewed
scientific journals, grey literatureC and popular literature including material found through
internet searches or in the media. Some reviews2 give a history of the literature on
environmental noise to show how it has developed with the development of wind power,
and refer to the power of web-based media in influencing public opinion compared to
the scientific and grey literature.
Finally of relevance to this report is the range of explanatory literature of different effects
under consideration, mostly general but some specific to wind farms - noise, low
frequency noise (LFN) and infrasound, vibration etc. Again within these fields is
published material of a range of 'quality' - from primary research peer-reviewed in
scientific literature, subject to scientific scrutiny and debate, to popular literature and
media publications with a varying degree of reference to bodies of science or
exploration, and varying content in terms of methodologies, analysis and critique.
In general, formal peer-reviewed scientific publications and elements of grey literature
such as reviews by recognised authorities e.g. WHO, are regarded by the scientific
community as carrying more weight than case studies and anecdotal reports. There are
formally recognised schemes for assessing or validating the quality and strength of
evidence24 which some of the more academic reviews refer to. A number also recognise
scientific uncertainties in this area, and the qualities of „good‟ research of experimental,
observational and epidemiological design.25
Some publications refer to and summarise guidelines and regulations relevant to limiting
health effects. It is not the purpose of this report to detail or comment on these in any
detail, but they are referred to briefly in the section on Mitigation.
The methodology of Health Impact Assessments
Health Impact Assessments (HIAs) are a set of methodologies used to predict, assess
and help manage the potential impacts on health of policy and practice in many sectors,
and to make the consequences of decisions explicit. They have been described as
being about the appropriate use of evidence and theory to enhance the quality of
decision making in the interests of population health.26 This often includes
recommendations or actions to maximise any benefits to health, and to minimise or
mitigate any potentially negative impacts.
In this context, health effects have been defined as „the overall effects, direct and
indirect, of a policy, strategy, programme or project on the health of a population‟. In
public health terms, health is usually defined in line with the World Health Organisation
definition of health27 as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity, and though this is idealistic, it governs
how we view and assess health. We recognise that the things that influence health are
C

Defined as Information produced by all levels of government, academics, business and industry in
electronic and print formats not controlled by commercial publishing.
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complex, and may be the result of a number of factors including personal biology and
genetics; environment; culture; socio-economic circumstances; personal beliefs and
attitude; and behaviour. More recent work on public health and health improvement
focusses on our sense of wellbeing and our capacity to cope, adapt and self–manage in
the face of social, physical and emotional challenges. This is primarily about prevention,
and then as much about learning to live through illness or with disability as it is about
cure or treatment. Health is seen as inextricably linked with quality of life, about „what it
takes to make life worth living‟.28
A large range of published literature and technical expertise on Health Impact
Assessment (HIA) exists, including guidance issued by many national governments and
public health organizations.29 30 31
Health Impact Assessments can range from a rapid appraisal to an in-depth piece of
research, and may employ both qualitative and quantitative approaches to data
collection. They ideally contain not only literature reviews and analysis of potential
impacts (both positive and negative) of a policy or project in the local context, but also
an element of consultation or engagement with interested partiesD. Ideally, HIAs are
carried out as part of policy development and the decision-making process rather than
as a post-hoc retrospective exercise. They are sometimes included as a component of
Environmental Impact Assessments.
The use of Health Impact Assessment by decision-makers, and steps to incorporate it
into relevant policy development process, is important if we are to begin to positively
affect the broad social determinants of health and impact in a more fundamental and
holistic way. HIA does not remove the need for difficult decisions, but it makes the
health consequences more explicit.28
This report is not a Health Impact Assessment of the proposals for wind farm
development in Shetland, but it does draw on the published literature of Health Impact
Assessments of wind farms.
Summary
There are a large number of reviews of the evidence of the health impacts of wind
farms, and literature reviews of varying range and depth, available from government
bodies internationally, from independent scientific bodies or expert panels, and from
supporters and opposers to wind farm developments including the industry itself.
There is a limited amount of original scientific research, epidemiological field studies,
observational and measurement studies, and a large number of case studies both from
the formal scientific literature and in informal public media.

D

Viking Energy Public Health Impact Assessment, unpublished.
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There are a number of Health Impact Assessments done on individual wind farm
developments that apply the findings of research to the local context.
This report draws on the evidence and literature published to date as found, and the
summary and conclusions attempt to bring it together in a form that is accessible and
understandable to the lay reader.
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CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY
Potential health impacts relating to the construction and operational safety of wind farms
can be summarised in the following categories:
Construction
Wind farms in development are large, industrial scale construction sites with a well
rehearsed range of health and safety issues. Some of the wind farm literature reviews3
report limited specific literature on construction injuries in relation to wind farms, though
injuries to workers during construction and transport have been recorded. There is a
body of literature on construction and Health & Safety in general, beyond the scope of
this report. Some wind farm reviews include specific mitigating actions, referred to in the
later section on mitigation.
In summary, health impacts from the construction of wind farms occur from:
workplace injuries;
inappropriate access by the public to the construction site;
Road Traffic Accidents from industrial traffic due to increased traffic volumes in
the construction phase;
the potential for traffic delays and temporary road blockage due to transporting
heavy equipment / enabling road works, potentially a particular problem in
remote and rural areas with single-track roads and limited access to remote
sites.16 17
Concerns have also been expressed about noise from construction.3
Operational safety
Operational safety issues consist of structural failures including:
Blade failure:
A number of reviews report documented cases of wind turbine failure including
fragments of blades or whole blades being dislodged, and turbine collapse. Cold stress
can cause damage to components which increases the risk of turbine failure, but some
reviews quote modern turbines being designed to withstand temperatures down to
-40‟C.1
The risks of blade failure have been quantified from historical data 1 as partial blade
failure occurring in 1 in 4,000 turbines per year, and full blade failure between 1 in 2,400
and 1 in 20,000 turbines per year depending on rotor speed, though the data quoted is
relatively old (pre-2001).
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Throw distances of whole blades up to 150m, and of blade fragments up to 500m have
been documented.1
Lightning strikes are quoted as being the commonest source of breakage, with
vandalism or improper assembly as the likeliest causes of failure.3
This review reported in 2008 that up to that point, there had been no recorded evidence
of injury to the public from a wind turbine, though deaths and injuries have been
reported in construction workers.1 More recent figures show updated information
collated internationally from documented press reports and official information releases.
142 UK accidents were recorded from 2006 - 2010, though informal literature collection
reports 10 x that many. This shows an upward trend in numbers from about 2002, in line
with the increased number of turbines built nationally. In terms of fatalities
internationally, the majority were wind industry or direct support workers. 6 injuries to
members of the public have been recorded in the UK since the 1990s.32
Fire is the second commonest cause of injury noted in relation to turbines, and there are
reported incidents of moorland fires caused by turbine fires.
These risks are addressed by setback and operational guidance, which are referred to
in a number of reviews1 3 and in the chapter on Mitigations.
Icing: ice throw and ice shed:
Ice is a recognised phenomenon and a normal operating process when temperatures
are low enough, and has been recorded in a number of countries. It consists of ice
forming on the turbine blades, the likelihood of which depends on low temperatures and
related climatic conditions such as cloud cover, precipitation and fog, as well as features
of the turbines themselves.
Ice and ice fragments can be thrown from moving blades (known as ice throw) to a
distance from the turbine: ice fragments up to 1kg in weight have been reported upto
100m from turbines in Canada and Finland,1 which is a potential public hazard.
Or ice can break loose and fall to the ground when the blades are stationary - when the
turbine is off or idling (known as ice shedding), which is most likely as a risk to
construction workers and turbine operators.
Studies have been reported from Canada and Europe1 with formal monitoring of ice
formation and ice throw in specific wind farms, and the likelihood and risk rates have
been modeled,3 with recommendations on setback to avoid injury.1
Summary
The risks of construction work of wind farms on health are non-specific as for many
large, industrial scale constructions with a well rehearsed range of health and safety
issues in relation to workplace injuries; inappropriate access by the public to the
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construction site; road traffic accidents from industrial traffic due to increased traffic
volumes in the construction phase; and the potential for traffic delays and road blockage
causing delays to emergency services access. In the operational phase, safety issues
with potential health consequences consist of structural failure of part or whole blades
being thrown, turbine collapse, or ice fragment throw from icing of the blades in wintry
conditions. These risks are minimised by setback limits and operational guidance.
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FLICKER
Flicker occurs either from direct reflection of the sun off wind turbine blades or by the
shadows created during sunny conditions. Moving shadows cause a flicker effect that
varies according to the size and shape of the turbine and its blades, and features of the
landscape and layout of wind turbines in relation to the sun and viewing distance and
angle. Shadows have their longest reach when the sun is low in the sky.
About 5% of the population who suffer from epilepsy will have fits provoked by flicker.
This is known as photosensitive epilepsy (PSE), and is estimated to affect about one in
4,000 of the general population.1 33 In these individuals, fits can be precipitated by
sunlight in reflection or when flickering or interrupted, and other precipitants including
television, which is now governed by guidelines on flicker rates to prevent the
occurrence. Examples of light interruption known to cause PSE include rotating
helicopter blades.
The seizure-provoking effects of flicker are well understood, and the features of turbines
that would combine to produce PSE are well described. 1 3 33 The likelihood of flicker
induced PSE is affected by features of reflection and shadow effects: width and length
of blades, visual angle, viewing distance and position of the sun, as well as the speed of
rotation of the blades.
Wind turbines rotate at a variety of speeds depending on their design and the wind
conditions, quoted in different articles as 0.3 - 1.75 Hz, 1 3 34 or up to 300 rpm for smaller
turbines.33
1 Hz = 60 rpm (revolutions per minute) ie 1 rotation per second.
At 60rpm 3 bladed Wind Turbines produce flicker at a rate of 3Hz, at 30 rpm they
produce flicker at 1.5 Hz.
The risks of inducing PSE have been quoted as happening at flicker frequencies of up
to 30 Hz, most likely at 2.5 - 3 Hz and above,1 below this the risk reduces though
remains over considerable distances from the turbine.33
Turbines that rotate faster or have more blades, or where several turbines are in line
with the sun‟s shadow and produce flicker from a combination of blades from different
turbines, can have a higher frequency than from a single turbine, and are therefore
more likely to produce PSE.
Some formal shadow flicker assessments have been done, finding flicker affecting
some households for up to 21 hours per year.3 Shadows are sometimes cast on the
windows of dwellings causing effects inside the building.
In some studies flicker has been shown as a nuisance and source of annoyance in its
own right, as well as contributing to the annoyance of noise below the thresholds for
inducing epilepsy.35
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It has also been noted as a distraction to passing motorists.
There are no other known health effects from flicker.
Summary
Shadows caused by wind turbine blade rotation can cause flickering that contributes to
the annoyance perceived by some people. Shadow flicker can cause epileptic fits in
some people with epilepsy, but this is unlikely at the normal rotational speed of wind
turbines. Operational guidelines ideally include mitigations to reduce the risk of
photosensitive epilepsy and annoyance from flicker.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Radiation can be classified as ionizing radiation (e.g. x-rays, gamma rays) and nonionizing radiation (NIR), which is the term given to the part of the electromagnetic
spectrum where there is insufficient quantum energy to cause ionisations in living
matter. It includes static and power frequency fields, radiofrequencies, microwaves,
infra-red, visible light and ultraviolet radiation. Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) arise from
electric charges and the strength of a field at a point depends upon the distribution and
behaviour of the charges involved.
The term EMF as used here covers fields in the frequency range below 300 gigahertz
(GHz).
Electromagnetic fields include static fields such as the Earth's magnetic field and fields
from electrostatic charges, electric and magnetic fields from the electricity supply (at
power frequencies 50 Hz in the UK), and radio waves from TV, radio and mobile
phones, radar and satellite communications.36 For frequencies above 100Hz there are
adverse effects caused by thermal effects - heat stress and tissue damage - equivalent
to sun burn.
The main interaction of low frequency electric and magnetic fields (EMF) with the
human body at the frequencies used for power generation is the induction of electric
fields and associated currents in body tissues. The responsiveness of nerve & muscle
tissue to electric stimuli is well established,37 and is used diagnostically and
therapeutically in medicine for nerve conduction studies and peripheral nerve
stimulation. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) uses magnetic fields to diagnose a
range of physical body changes. Exposure to low frequency electric fields can also
cause surface electric charge effects, known as static electricity. This produces effects
like hair standing on end, or micro shocks (muscle and nerve stimulation effects),
generated from contact with objects that are charged in electric fields e.g. some nylon
materials. These effects can be experienced outdoors beneath large power lines.
There is an established effect of electric fields below the threshold for direct nerve or
muscle excitation - the induction of magnetic phosphenes, a perception of faint flickering
light in the periphery of the visual field, thought to result from the interaction of the
induced electric field with electrically excitable cells in the retina.37 This is considered as
a model of the effects on the nervous system in general. The levels at which these
known effects occur are well established, at levels many thousands of times higher than
those found in buildings.
The bodies that regulate the use of non-ionising radiation such as the National
Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) have been reviewing the available research and
undertaking continuous surveillance for the last three decades, and more recently this
has led to a harmonisation of protection guidelines across WHO & the European Union
(EU). The available research covers epidemiological studies, experimental biology,
volunteer studies and dosimetry (measurement).
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There is a spectrum of opinion within the scientific community about the possible effects
of exposure to radio-frequency fields. Some studies have suggested possible effects
from mobile phone exposure, but the evidence on this remains inconclusive and the
current guidance on exposure levels from living near to mobile phone base stations is
that they are unlikely to pose a risk to health.38 39
The overall conclusion at present is that there is no clear evidence for neurobehavioural effects such as cognition, sleep and mood (from volunteer experiments);
nor for adverse effects from low frequency electric and / or magnetic fields on the
neuroendocrine system. The biological and epidemiological evidence suggests that
radio frequency fields do not cause cancer, and magnetic fields are not considered to
have sufficient energy to damage cells, so there is no known mechanism or clear
experimental evidence to explain how adverse effects might happen.
Studies have also looked at whether exposure to electromagnetic radiation is linked to
the risk of a number of specific illnesses such as Parkinson's Disease, Multiple
Sclerosis, Cardiovascular Disease, Alzheimer‟s Disease, and the results to date are
described as inconclusive.37
The results of some epidemiological studies of human populations have suggested that
there may be an increase in risk of childhood leukaemia at higher than usual magnetic
field exposures in homes, some of which are near to large power lines. The evidence for
this is described as weak, in that it might explain up to 1% of cases of childhood
leukaemia in the UK, and there is ongoing research on this.40
There is also continuing research into the possible mechanisms of physiological
changes caused by exposure to radio frequencies, much of this research is looking for
positive effects.
With regard to non-thermal effects: a variety of mechanisms have been proposed, and
are referred to in the informal literature on wind turbines. However, the scientific
literature on non-ionizing radiation describes the plausibility of the various non-thermal
mechanisms that have been proposed as very low, with little evidence to support the
theories, though it accepts that it is in principle impossible to disprove their possible
existence.38 41
There is some conjecture that EMR produces a false sensation of low frequency noise
or infrasound in some people, but authorities on infrasound say there is no evidence to
support this. High peak levels of pulsed EMR do lead to auditory effects such as clicks
and buzzes but not at levels found in relation to wind farms.11
Electromagnetic Radiation and Wind Farms
Electromagnetic fields (EMF) in wind farms can originate from:
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- grid connection lines, which are similar to other power lines, and generate low levels
of EMF, comparable to those generated by household appliances;42
- wind turbine generators, situated inside the turbine‟s central housing 60-100m above
ground level, so are reported to produce little or no EMF at ground level;1
- electrical transformers - generate EMF within the wind farm and are no different to
electric transformers for any source;
- underground network cables - governed by protection guidelines like other cabled
sources. The consistent view of published reviews and government guidelines is that
any EMF generation by underground cables is not evident at the surface because of
protective features such as phase conductors and screening.1 13 37 38 40 41 43
Some authors44 discuss particular features of electrical activity that they believe occur
with wind farms (high frequency spikes of electricity) that they link to the same
phenomenon as sick building syndrome, and which they propose may account for some
of the symptoms of people disturbed by proximity to wind turbines. This view is not
supported in the majority of published literature.
Summary
While many studies indicate that exposure to electric and magnetic fields do not cause
health effects, and some phrase this as being unlikely to be harmful at the levels
normally found in homes, there is some uncertainty regarding certain health effects:
specifically the possibility of EMR contributing to the risk of childhood leukaemia in
households living very close to overhead power lines.
The range of reviews in the mainstream scientific literature conclude that there is not
evidence of any link between health effects and the EMR generated around wind
turbines, and that the theories that various effects can be attributed to EMR are
conjecture and unproven.
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NOISE
What is noise?
Sound is made up of frequency (pitch) - measured in Hz (cycles / oscillations per
second), and sound pressure (loudness): a measure of the vibrations of air transmitting
the sound, measured in decibels (dB) which is a logarithmic scale. One decibel change
in sound level is just perceptible, and 10 dB change is heard as a doubling or halving of
the perceived level.
Noise is defined as „unwanted sound‟.
The frequency, complexity, and meaning, as well as the loudness of sound all have
implications for how noise is perceived. So for instance, environmental sound such as
crowing cockerels or church bells can be perceived as pleasant or as a nuisance.
„Unwantedness‟ is determined by the character and quality of the sound, as well as by
the expectations and situation of people perceiving it.
There is a large body of literature about noise in general, environmental and community
noise in particular, and its general impacts on people.45 Noise is recognised as a
general environmental stressor and nuisance.46
MEASURING SOUND
Most environmental sounds are made of a complex mixture of different frequencies, and
various types of filters or frequency weightings are used to determine the relative
strengths of frequency components when measuring environmental sound.
Environmental sound pressure levels are usually measured using an A-weighted scaleE;
this gives less weight to very low and very high frequency components, which is similar
to the way the human ear perceives sound. Because of this, use of the A-weighting to
measure sound will underestimate the likely influence of sound with more of a low
frequency component.
Therefore, use of the C-weighted scale is recommended in some circumstances,45 47
which takes into consideration low frequency noise components down to 50Hz. WHO
also recommends the use of night-time weightings to reflect the expected increased
sensitivity to annoyance caused by noise at night.
The G weighting is specifically designed for infrasound, which follows assumed hearing
contours below 20Hz.48

E

One of a family of curves defined in various national standards relating to the measurement of sound
pressure levels.
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Some49 report the use of dB(L) to include the measurement of very low infrasonic
frequencies.
Low Frequency Noise and Infrasound
Infrasound, sound and ultrasound refer to frequency ranges defined by the observed
sensitivities of the human ear. The normal human ear usually perceives sounds at
frequencies ranging from 20 - 20,000 Hz. Frequencies below 200 Hz are commonly
referred to as low frequency sound, and those below 20Hz as infrasound, though these
definitions vary and the boundaries between them are arbitrary. There is no physical
distinction between infrasound and sounds in the audible range other than their
frequency.50
There is variation between people in their ability to perceive sound, particularly at the
ends of the frequency range. The levels used as hearing thresholds are determined
from an average amongst hearing adults, so by definition many people hear below (or
above) these thresholds,11 for instance 10% of the population have hearing sensitivity
10-12db below the average quoted as the threshold.12 51
Sound across the whole low frequency noise range of <10-200Hz can be heard, though
higher sound levels may be needed to hear the lower frequencies.52 Sound at about
20Hz may be heard „as a low rumble‟.43
Age can decrease sensitivity to noise of higher frequencies, so leading to bias towards
hearing the lower frequency range.
Acoustic scientists describe links between tonal activity and the effects experienced by
some people, so the frequencies and levels at which individuals are affected may vary
from person to person. The fact that only one member of a family may detect a noise
can lead to additional distress for the hearer, who may not be believed in their
perception and its consequences.
It is also recognised that low frequency noise and infrasound is less attenuated by
solids e.g. building walls so may be more noticeable in a spectrum of noise inside a
building that outside.
Sometimes infrasound is reported as „perceived‟ but not recognised as sound,12 and
there is debate in the literature about detection mechanisms of sound in the infrasound
range, though it is well established that infrasound at high-enough sound pressure
levels can be audible to some people and the hearing threshold has been measured
down to 1.5Hz.51
The level of sound (its loudness) comes from the vibrations of the air conducting the
sound waves and the pressure changes they represent. For lower frequency sounds, a
smaller increase in sound pressure level is perceived as a larger change in loudness of
the sound. So when low frequency and infrasound are of sufficient level to be detected,
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a small change in pressure level will be perceived as a large change in loudness or be
felt more strongly.
There is more recent research on the mechanisms within the ear that perceive very low
frequency sound, which leads their authors to conclude that there are plausible
explanations for the perception of infrasound by the human ear at lower frequency
levels than has previously been acknowledged.50 53 54 This provides a concept that
infrasonic sound that cannot be heard can still have an influence on inner ear
physiology. It is known that some clinical conditions cause individuals to be
hypersensitive to infrasound, and this research appears to provide a theoretical
possibility of causation of some symptoms attributed to infrasound.
Natural infrasound occurs in the range 0.01 - 2 Hz and is inaudible, occurring from
many natural sources such as ocean waves, volcanic eruptions, meteors, wind and
other effects. Man made sources include explosions, large combustion processes,
machinery, slow speed fans. A child on a swing or a runner may experience infrasound
due to changes in head height. A number of authors show charts comparing infrasound
levels from different sources including normal activities,51 and suggest that infrasound
levels of between 1-10 Hz of 60-80 dB measured from wind farms equates to or is less
than most natural infrasound sources.
However, there is general agreement that there are uncertainties associated with the
measurement and characterisation of low frequency noise and infrasound particularly
from environmental sources. Measuring infrasound is a complex technical science of
applied physics, which includes reducing / suppressing wind noise at higher
frequencies, and there are variable results of modelling and direct measurements of
environmental noise in general, and wind turbine noise in particular, from a number of
studies with variable interpretations by different authors.55 56
The mechanism of sound reception throughout the body includes vibrations. It is known
that high levels of low-frequency noise excite body vibrations or resonance, for instance
felt in the chest at 50-80Hz.51
Some people talk of „feeling‟ noise, particularly at low frequencies in addition to, or even
instead of, hearing it. The idea of „feeling‟ noise at levels below the hearing threshold is
controversial and complex and not one currently accepted by the majority of
acousticians,10 who argue that the evidence is that the ear is the most sensitive
receptor for infrasound and low-frequency sound, that if you cannot hear a sound you
cannot perceive it in other ways and it does not affect you.11
Research on a range of sources of environmental noise have recognised that there are
genuine problems arising from low-level audible noise, particularly in the low-frequency
region, where small increases in level of sound create a more rapid rise in loudness
sensation. Low-frequency noise including infrasound attenuates less as it travels. The
level decreases with distance, though possibly at different rates with different
atmospheric conditions, but it is not absorbed in the same way as higher frequencies by
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the atmosphere or by obstacles. So, particularly for infrasound, because of its very long
wavelength, screening has little effect.55
The literature includes technical discussions on the theoretical effects of buildings,
where it is understood that the usual room acoustics models would not apply in the
infra- sonic range,55 and how increases in sound levels may occur indoors for low
frequency sound.12
A number of studies and reviews43 48 57 confirm that the primary effect of low frequency
noise to humans is annoyance, and the recent research on the aural perception of
infrasound54 may contribute to a better understanding of this phenomenon in future.
Some people argue this into or from theories regarding the bodies resonance
frequencies - see separate section on Vibroacoustic Disease.
Wind turbines and noise
NOISE PRODUCTION
The noise sources from wind turbines can be split into two groups: machinery noise and
aerodynamic rotor noise.
Machinery noise comes from the movement of mechanical parts near the central
housing, including the generator, from mechanisms common to other fields of
application.55 It may contain discrete tone components heard as a “beating” noise.35
Aerodynamic rotor noise is produced by the rotation of the turbine blades through air
and the displacement of air by the turning blades.
Turbines produce both broadband and tonal (distinct pitch) sound. Different
aerodynamic effects result in noise being generated at varying levels over a range of
frequencies from infrasound to the normal audible range. There are technical
descriptions available of the detail of air flow around, and sources of aerodynamic noise
from, wind turbine blades.8 12
The sound levels from turbines varies according to design and wind speed. Older
turbines have been reported as being noisier, and exceeding national recommended
noise limits with resulting effects on local residents.55 Modern industrial wind turbines
have been variably reported as producing between 30 and 50 dB(A) measured 300500m from the turbine1 3 48 58 though this depends on meteorological and ground
conditions.
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SOUND LEVELS & QUALITY
Sound levels around wind turbines are usually predicted by modelling, rather than
assessed by actual measurement, and some issues have been identified in relation to
the limits of modeling.4 Some studies measured noise and found wind speeds higher
than expected from original modelled sound assessment, at hub height and at night,
and a thumping noise which further increased annoyance.59 A number of studies have
used actual measured sound levels to investigate reported complaints,12 21 and a
number of reviews 10 60 have accepted the evidence that higher wind speeds at hub
height at night can lead to significantly higher noise levels than predicted from modelling
or measurement at ground level, because of a combination of atmospheric and sound
propagation mechanisms, with resulting annoyance.
How much the noise from wind turbines carries across distance, and the features of the
noise heard at different distances and in different environments (e.g. inside as well as
outside of buildings) is the subject of some research and much review.
The higher frequency noise components of wind turbines (swishing) can be readily
heard within 200-300m of a turbine. Levels of noise at different distances where people
are living close to wind farms has been modelled and measured in relation to specific
Wind Farms.12 61 It has been described by some as being comparable to indoor
background noise, and is at much lower levels than the levels of environmental noise
linked to reported health effects on performance and blood pressure.
Sound pressure levels of this low magnitude are not considered a problem when it
comes to other sources of community noise, such as road traffic and aircraft. But we
know that sound quality as well as quantity is important when assessing the impact of a
noise,45 and the character of the sound from wind turbines appears to increase the risk
of negative perception. These sound characteristics include: amplitude modulation,
audible low frequency noise, infrasound, tonal noise, impulse noise and night time
noise.62
Amplitude modulation is a feature of wind turbine rotation and is determined by the pace
of the rotor blades, which gives a rhythmical and characteristic swishing sound. The low
frequency element of the sound is amplified by the blade movement.12
Such sounds are known to be more easily perceived than an even sound, and some
studies report them as more negatively appraised i.e. that they can be heard as more
disturbing and stressful.58 62
Noise reduces in intensity (loudness) as it spreads out from the source (known as
attenuation). Propagation of noise over long distances reduces the high frequency
content because atmospheric absorption reduces high frequency sounds more than low
frequency sounds. Attenuation is therefore lower at low frequencies, and ground
absorption and shielding by barriers work less well for low frequencies. Attenuation is
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also affected by climate. Large off shore wind farms have shown variations up to 50% in
the expected rate of attenuation at 3km due to effects of wind and temperature.12
LOW FREQUENCY NOISE (LFN) & INFRASOUND FROM WIND TURBINES
In descriptions of the mechanics and aerodynamics of turbine blade rotation, it is
recognised that sound is generated across the range of frequencies including
infrasound. Part of the noise has a discrete frequency character, and a number of
harmonics. Where the wind turbine emits strong sound in the infrasound range (90dB
near 1Hz) the noise is sometimes described as having a thumping character.55
A number of studies measuring noise from wind farms have shown that turbine noise is
dominated by low frequency and infrasound components.3 19 20 55 63
A number of reviews dismiss the high level, low frequency noise perceived from
turbines by some, on the basis that the sound is not perceptible, and some
acknowledge that low frequency turbulence sound may be audible but no greater than
that experienced in other urban and rural environments.12 63
Indoor measurement of noise from wind turbines within rooms with windows closed has
been found above the threshold of audibility, but less than traffic noise along local
roads, and at lower levels than national criteria for Night Time LFN.11 12
This and other studies consider that the common cause of complaints from wind farms
was not associated with low frequency noise but with the audible modulation of the
aerodynamic noise, especially at night.
However, it has been found that the relative amount of low frequency noise produced by
turbines is statistically significantly higher for large turbines than for small turbines, and
the effect becomes more pronounced at distance because of the effect of air absorption
on the higher frequencies. So high frequency sound dominates close to the turbines,
but at increased distances it is sound in the low frequency range (125-250Hz) that
dominates, and for several of the largest turbines the highest level of noise is at or
below 250Hz. This has been heard up to 1km from Wind Turbines,12 and recorded low
frequency noise has been heard in time with the blade passage so giving a muffled
version of the audible swish.
The theory, backed by some observations,55 is that the modulation can be strong, even
at large distances, in a stable atmosphere which can occur at night time when the wind
is not too strong. This means that the swishing does not attenuate with distance in the
same way as modelling would suggest, because of the characteristics of low frequency
noise. Wind direction and night time airflow are thought to exacerbate the effect, as are
large wind farms where pulses can synchronise. Because low frequency variation is
less well tolerated some link this to the symptoms and complaints about night time noise
and annoyance presented by people living in the vicinity of wind farms.
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Studies measuring levels of infrasound in relation to wind farm environments vary in
their findings and have come to a range of different conclusions.
There is a view that the contribution of wind turbines to the measured infrasound levels
is insignificant in comparison with the background level of infrasound in the
environment. Infrasound levels from turbulent wind is an environmental source anyway,
so the sound perception from a wind turbine that is turning will be mixed with wind
sourced perception.
Earlier reviews modelled indoor infrasound levels as far below recommended limits for
environmental infrasound, and recognised that some turbines might produce levels in
excess of this out to several hundred metres, but well below 1km distance. They
concluded that infrasound is not responsible for the complaints around wind turbines.55
Some more recent studies have measured infrasound levels using empirical
observations and come to different conclusions.63
One recent study reported that the dBA and dBC filters in the measuring instruments
were not responding fast enough to measure the infrasound amplitudes produced by
wind turbine blades.49
The more recent research on the perception of infrasound suggests that some inner ear
components may respond to infrasound at the levels and frequencies generated by
wind turbines.54 These researchers acknowledge that this does not necessarily mean
that the sounds will be perceived or disturb function in any way, but that it leads to the
possibility that it could be influencing function or causing unfamiliar sensations, in ways
that are yet to be established.
Most studies and reviews conclude with the need for more research to better
understand the phenomenon.
Effects of noise
The effects of noise in general on health, are well described and can be summarised as:
hearing impairment, sleep disturbance, direct and indirect stress-related health effects,
and annoyance.45 64
Hearing impairment and tinnitus: exposure to continuous noise of 85-90 dBA and
above (usually industrial) and short-term exposure to louder levels, can lead to
progressive loss of hearing and tinnitus, due to the direct effects of sound energy on the
mechanisms of hearing in the inner ear.
High levels of infrasound have well-recognised acute adverse effects - aural pain and
eardrum rupture can occur.43
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Other effects have different mechanisms. Noise has been recognised for many years as
an environmental stressor, and can lead to psychological, behavioural and somatic
responses which have been well described for a range of environmental causes.
Noise can have a direct effect on performance: there is good evidence that noise
exposure impairs performance of complex tasks, workers exposed to occupational
noise show both adverse effects on performance and after-effects from chronic
exposure. Noise can impair reading at levels of speech noise, and it can interfere with
speech intelligibility at specific known levels.45 Other direct effects of noise exposure
have been shown in areas such as memory, and it may increase aggression, and
reduce helping behaviours.46 Most of this research comes from occupational settings or
laboratory studies.
There is evidence that noise exposure causes a number of predictable short-term
physiological responses. Studies come from a range of settings: occupational where
noise exposures tend to be at higher levels, and from community settings.
The evidence on the effects of environmental noise from the published literature has
been summarised in a number of places.6 46 47 64 Research includes laboratory, field and
community studies, most of which have been until recently in relation to occupational
exposure, road & rail traffic, and aircraft noise in proximity to airports.
Links to Cardiovascular Disease: Noise disturbance from road traffic during sleep has
been shown to increase blood pressure, heart rate and pulse amplitude. There are
studies showing links to high blood pressure from prolonged exposure to higher sound
levels in occupational settings. There are epidemiological studies in community settings
showing links to cardiovascular disease (with raised blood pressure and higher hospital
admissions from Ischaemic Heart Disease) through exposure to road traffic noise at
levels of >70 dB(A), and aircraft noise >55 dB(A). There is also evidence of raised
levels of stress hormones in children in relation to road traffic and aircraft noise.
There is debate as to how much of these physiological responses in some settings are
mediated through other factors such as annoyance - see later section.
NOISE AND SLEEP DISTURBANCE
There is a well established literature on noise and sleep disturbance, which includes
both objective and subjective evidence, including laboratory and field studies, and the
exposure effects of different noise levels on sleep.46 47 65
Uninterrupted sleep is regarded as a prerequisite for health and functioning.45 47 Noise
disturbs sleep through stopping people getting to sleep, or waking them, or interfering
with the natural rate of change of sleep stages. The difference in the background noise
level and noise events may be more significant in the effect on sleep than the level of
noise of an individual event. Over time there may be some adaptation to disturbed sleep
in individuals, but complete habituation does not occur.
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Objective (measured) sleep disturbance from environmental noise has been found at a
range of levels in different studies, and some studies use self-reported sleep
disturbance. WHO reports measurable effects of noise on sleep beginning at 30dB(A),
but recognises that lower levels may be disturbing depending on the nature of the noise
source. There is increased sensitivity to noise at night leading to annoyance and sleep
disturbance, reflected in night-time weightings added into noise measurement.47 It is
recognised that the links between noise and sleep disturbance are not a straightforward
relationship.
The secondary effects of sleep disturbance include fatigue, reduced reaction time,
decreased performance and depressed mood.
WHO Community and Night Time Noise Guidelines say that for a good night‟s sleep,
noise should not exceed 30dB(A) indoors and 40dB outdoors for continuous
background levels, and 45 dB(A) for individual noise events. They also advise that
outside noise levels should be low enough to allow people to sleep with their bedroom
windows open.
Low frequency noise from a range of environmental sources, including mechanical
sources from household equipment such as fans and ventilation systems, has been
identified as causing nuisance with adverse outcomes such as disturbed rest and
sleep.45 This can occur at low sound levels equivalent to those generated by wind
farms, though some of this evidence is controversial.
Wind Turbine noise and sleep disturbance
A number of studies have found a relationship between noise annoyance from wind
turbines and sleep quality.58 61
Some studies that have measured wind turbine noise and effects have found that on
quiet nights, the noise of turbines rotating at high speed can be heard at distances up to
several kilometers.61
The effects include sleep interruption (more likely at high sound levels >45 dBA), and
annoyance related to difficulties falling asleep and to higher stress scores; morning
tiredness and tenseness associated significantly with annoyance; and poorer sleep
quality associated with lower Quality of Life scores.21
MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING INCLUDING STRESS & ANNOYANCE
The WHO definition of health,27 in recognising the psycho-social context as well as the
physical, applies equally to our understanding of mental health: to include not only
mental illness, but also our capacity to deal with mental health problems and challenges
to our mental health, and our overall mental wellbeing.
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The literature on noise and its impact on health recognises the links between mental
health and wellbeing, the experience of stress related symptoms, annoyance and
quality of life.
No associations have been found between noise and psychiatric disorder, from studies
on aircraft and road traffic noise, though there are suggestion of links with the use of
drugs such as sleeping pills and anxiolytics (used to treat anxiety).45
It is well recognised that noise exposure can be associated with stress and other
psychological effects such as anxiety levels, and that environmental noise can be a
cause of annoyance. Annoyance in contemporary medicine is used “as a precise
technical term describing a mental state characterized by distress and aversion, which if
maintained, can lead to a deterioration in health and wellbeing”.66 WHO recognises
annoyance as a “critical health effect”.45 The word „disease‟ perhaps better reflects the
seriousness of annoyance when used in this way. A range of symptoms of stress have
been found in community surveys on environmental noise: headache, disturbed sleep
and restless nights, being tense and edgy. Some consider these secondary effects as
stress related disease emerging from chronic annoyance and sleep disturbance.
The causes of these symptoms are recognised as complex. We understand that levels
of hearing vary physiologically, and there is also a varying response in individuals to
noise heard. These responses are related to a range of factors including features of the
noise itself, the noise source, perception and appraisal of the noise by people hearing it
in terms of danger, nuisance and benefit, the environment, the context, and interaction
between these factors. The perception of noise is a complex phenomenon and not a
passive process. Perceived control and predictability are also important in determining
the effects of noise exposure, and this has been shown in occupational and laboratory
as well as community settings.4 46 65
Some individuals are also identified as noise sensitive - being more likely to hear or pay
attention to sound, to evaluate sound negatively and to have stronger emotional
reactions to noise. Most of the work on this relates to general environmental noise.21
Whether this is a psychological factor or has a physiological basis is not clear.65
Efforts have been made to define dose–response relationshipsF between sound levels
and the frequency of annoyance (as a measure of impairment) in order to form a basis
for noise regulations. A number of studies have found clear dose-response relationships
between a range of symptoms that can be described as stress related, and sources of
community noise, including aircraft and road traffic noise. WHO recognises the nature of
annoyance from noise as causing disability and gives it a weighting as a health risk due
to environmental conditions.45
More recently noise from wind farms has been shown to be associated with annoyance
in a dose-response relationship.6 20 21 63
F

Dose-response relationship: describes an effect where a change in exposure has a direct relationship
with a change in effect.
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Though the primary characteristic for unwantedness is loudness or perceived intensity,
it is apparent that different noise characteristics have different impacts on people living
in the vicinity of the sources, despite sound levels.
An interaction of stressors such as vibration and noise have been shown to have
synergistic effects from laboratory studies, and some of the studies on wind farms show
interaction between noise and other factors including the perception of vibration in the
levels of annoyance reported.
In some settings high frequency noise has been perceived as more annoying than low
frequency noise,46 though much of the research on annoyance from wind farms has
characterised it in relation to low frequency noise. WHO recognises that a large
proportion of low frequency components in noise may increase considerably the
adverse effects on health.45
Studies also suggest that annoyance effects do not habituate without active intervention
to mitigate the levels of noise.
The impact of different noise sources is understood to vary for people living in the
vicinity of the sources, partly but not only relating to sound levels, and this applies also
in the context of wind farms.67
Much of the research on this is based on the assumption that attitude influences noise
annoyance, but recognises that you cannot exclude the possibility that causality is the
opposite way i.e. that annoyance causes a negative attitude to the source, and possibly
a feedback loop between these variables. This would need to be tested with a before
and after longitudinal study, though some case studies report individuals well disposed
to wind turbines who become annoyed once they are built when they suffer from
disturbance.68
It is recognised that environmental noise can have a higher impact in areas of low
background noise, e.g. rural areas, where recorded levels of background noise are
lower than those used in guidelines, quoting studies on aircraft noise in wilderness
areas.10 Some countries e.g. parts of Holland, require background noise level surveys
as part of noise control regulations.
LOW FREQUENCY NOISE / INFRASOUND AND EFFECTS ON HEALTH
The effects that unwanted noise can produce in terms of symptoms of stress and
annoyance have also been found in relation to components of low frequency noise and
infrasound within environmental noise.
Reactions have been recognised to extremely intense levels of infrasound from
occupational and experimental exposure (at sound pressure levels 130 - 150 dB) which
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“can resemble those of mild stress reaction and may include bizarre auditory
sensations, describable as pulsation and flutter”.45
Chronic exposure to low frequency noise at high intensities is known to increase stress
and affect well-being,57 and some research69 reports pathological changes following
occupational exposures, but these findings are yet to be replicated in other studies.
A phenomenon known as „„The Hum‟‟ has also been recognised: a noise of unknown
origin, not normally detectable by sensitive measuring equipment, but causing
considerable problems to a small number of people, for whom it leads to a stressful,
poor quality of life. In the past this phenomenon has sometimes been attributed to
sources such as domestic appliances and machinery, and has sometimes been
successfully mitigated by dealing with the source.11
Most reviews conclude that there is no reliable evidence to say that infrasound at these
levels produces other physiological or psychological effects.45 However, more recent
research which has looked at ways in which low frequency sounds at levels that may or
may not be heard could influence the function of the ear, offers explanations for the
perception of infrasound, and argues that the traditional viewpoint fails to recognise the
physiological response of the ear to low frequency sounds.50
Wind Turbine noise and effects on health
A number of studies published in peer reviewed scientific journals, have measured
noise levels from wind turbines and their impact on samples of people living in the
vicinity. They have found a range of symptoms attributed to the noise of wind turbines in
people living close to them, increased awareness of noise with higher sound levels, and
increasing levels of annoyance.
The symptoms described are those associated with general environmental noise
exposure, often also described as stress symptoms. They include headache, irritability,
difficulty concentrating, fatigue, dizziness, anxiety, and sleep disturbance, and are often
described in relation to annoyance.

A three countries study in the Netherlands, Germany & Denmark found many of those
surveyed experienced noise at around 35dB: 7% were rather annoyed and 4% were
very annoyed.70
A study of residents near a wind farm in Yorkshire found 83% were not at all or not very
concerned about the noise, 17% were concerned.22
A study in Sweden found a dose-response relationship between exposure to noise in
residents and annoyance - none were very annoyed at levels below 32.5dBA, 36% were
very annoyed at levels >40dBA. This study differentiated people who regarded
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themselves as noise sensitive who experienced little difference below 35dB, but above
this noise sensitive people rapidly became more annoyed.20
Another study showed a correlation between perception of noise, annoyance and
modelled noise levels from 12 different areas 600 - 1014m from WTs. 39% noticed
sound at the lowest recorded levels and the % increased almost linearly with increasing
sound levels up to 90% at the highest levels recorded >40dB(A).58
In another study, respondents increasingly noticed the sound from the turbines as
decibel levels increased: 25% at 30dB or less; 80% at 35dB or more.71
A study undertaken for the Scottish Executive found 1% people living within 20km of
wind farms said they were noisy, most with neither a positive or negative effect,23 but did
not ask details of those living close.
A Dutch study showed increased awareness of noise with higher sound levels, and
increased annoyance. 2% were rather or v annoyed at <30dBA and up to 25% at 40-45
dBA.61

There are a number of standard measures of quality of life relating specifically to
physical, psychological and social components of health, and one recent study used
such a tool to quantify health related effects from wind turbines.21
This cross-sectional study compared individuals living close (<2km) to wind turbines to
a comparison group living further away (>8km), using noise levels measured by an
independent noise survey, and found a statistically significant reduction in sleep quality,
lower overall quality of life, and lower physical and environmental quality of life features
in those living closer to wind turbines. They found no significant difference in
psychological quality of life score. Their findings included the fact that self reported
noise sensitivity was not associated with distance from wind turbines, so there were no
more people living closer to wind turbines who regarded themselves as noise sensitive
than amongst those living further away. However, 23/39 (59%) of the turbine group
identified turbine noise as extremely annoying, and other annoying noise sources were
identified in the comparison group but at much lower levels - 7/158 (4%).
There are also a number of case studies in the formal scientific literature, and a large
number in popular and informal literature and the media, that report the effects of wind
turbine noise on individuals and households, often in terms of the symptoms that may
be described as stress symptoms, and a negative relationship between wind turbine
noise and well-being, with more qualitative research showing correlations between wind
turbine noise, annoyance and sleep disturbance.
Some authors have concluded that, though they recognise annoyance reported from
wind farm noise, this does not constitute a health impact concern. The rationale for this
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argument is in terms of the relative sound levels from wind turbines compared to other
sources of community noise, both domestic and external.3
Some studies challenge the traditional methods of modelling sound levels, on the
grounds that models underestimate sound levels at dwellings particularly if there are
large differences in altitude between the source and receiver, and that models don‟t
take into account the quality of the sounds and the detail of how sound travels, how it is
dispersed and absorbed particularly in relation to low frequency sound and infrasound.58
In summary, a number of these studies found a direct relationships between sound
pressure levels (modelled and measured) and reported perception of sound, and
annoyance. Hearing noise is directly related to levels of sound from wind turbines. The
higher the sound pressure, the more likely people are to hear the sound, and though a
small % of people who hear sound are annoyed by it, that % increased with increasing
sound levels.
The conclusion that a number of studies make is that annoyance is a genuine
phenomenon related to the sound generated, and that research shows that living close
to wind farms has a negative impact on quality of life for some people, in whom their
health is compromised by a source of environmental noise that is annoying and / or can
disturb sleep.4 9 20 21 61 70 71
VARIABLES
Some studies have been done to understand in more detail the nature of and factors in
producing annoyance and its potential health impact in the context of wind farms. Some
earlier studies on the characteristics of Wind Turbine noise and links to annoyance have
shown variable results, including some that could not explain differences in perception.72
Some work recognizes that noise from wind turbines is perceived as annoying at much
lower levels than noise causing annoyance from other environmental sources.71 73
A number of the more recent field studies that showed a correlation between sound
pressure level and noise annoyance among people living in the vicinity of wind turbines,
also showed that annoyance was influenced by a number of other factors including
visual factors, the wind turbine impact on the landscape, and respondents attitude to the
landscape e.g. as a place for economic growth compared to a place for peace and
quiet. People were more likely to be annoyed if they were: living in a rural area, living in
an area with low background noise, employed, seeing at least one turbine, thinking of
themselves as noise-sensitive; when they noticed changes for the worse to their living
environment, when they had a more negative attitude to wind turbines in general or to
their visual impact on the landscape.61 67 71
These authors explain how environmental stressors disrupt how people think about the
place they live, and the value that they get from their home environment. So for instance
working people use home for rest and leisure, home has a „restorative‟ value. If this is
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disrupted, and particularly if their rest is disturbed, that may result in an increased risk of
annoyance, and stress related symptoms.
One study also showed some coping strategies relevant specifically to wind farms to be
associated with positive annoyance but less signs of stress and stain – i.e. linked to
annoyance but leading to less impact on individuals in terms of symptoms. Seeking
information and discussing wind turbines as a coping strategy could decrease adverse
health effects.58
Visual Impact
The interaction between noise and visual stimulation is recognised from other
environmental sources of noise annoyance, and a number of studies have specifically
found links between the visual impact of turbines and annoyance. Those who could see
a wind turbine from their dwelling were exposed to higher levels of noise, and
responded more negatively to the noise - they were more likely to perceive the wind
turbine as annoying. When wind turbines are not visible they cause less annoyance,
even at similar noise levels.4 58 61 67
Both laboratory and field research suggest that this interaction is complicated.
A number of studies have compared different visual features, and aspects of the
landscape, and found associations with the perception of wind turbines, noise and
annoyance.20 61 67
People‟s attitude towards a noise including their visual evaluation of it, is known to
influence their response to the noise. Whether or not someone can see a wind turbine
influences their attitude towards the noise, they are more likely to be annoyed by it,
particularly in flat terrain. This is explained as human visual processing being geared to
detect contrasts, so a wind turbine in flat terrain is more likely to draw visual attention
where it provides a greater contrast to the surrounding area. The theory is that they are
also more incongruent, and therefore their visual impact has more of an influencing
effect on the response to noise.
Negative visual perception of wind turbines is described variably as intruders in the
landscape, or spoiling views, or the constant movement of the rotor blades always
attracting the eyes, and this makes people more likely to be annoyed by the noise. This
is influenced by the height and closeness of the wind turbines. Respondents might like
wind turbines in theory but find them ugly, and were then more likely to be annoyed than
if they found them beautiful.
Studies comparing residents exposed to wind turbines in different areas have had
mixed results. Some have shown that respondents in flat areas were exposed to higher
levels of wind turbine noise and responded more negatively to the noise, than those
living in hilly terrain.58 Since annoyance is directly related to the level of noise perceived,
it might equally be that people who are annoyed by them because of higher noise levels
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are more likely to perceive them negatively. However, people who expected peace and
quiet in their living environment were more likely to consider the noise from wind
turbines as an intrusion of privacy. Those who lived in rural areas responded more
negatively that those in built-up areas.20 Plus people living in a rural area have different
expectations and perceptions of community noise than those living elsewhere, and
other studies have shown that people‟s perception is linked to what people felt about an
area, its pleasantness or other values that make it a desirable place to live.
Other factors appear to have an influence such as difference in altitude between
dwelling and wind turbine hub when the wind turbine is visible which can create more of
a sense of intrusion, and the role of barriers which might affect noise levels and
variation as well as visual impact. In addition, noise barriers perceived as a positive part
of the landscape are more effective at mediating the response to the noise.
One study58 attempted to quantify the features studied, and found that the different
features only accounted for around 50% of variability in responses - they ask for more
research on other factors of impact not yet understood.
Vibration
Studies have recognised noise induced vibrations of building elements including walls
and windows in circumstances such as from blast on artillery ranges but have not been
able to draw conclusions about wind farms from the data available.55
A number of case studies report individuals identifying vibration as a source or
component of annoyance, see also section on Vibroacoustic Disease.
Economic Benefit
Different studies have shown variation in the links between annoyance and economic
gain.
In some there have been no differences in noise perception based on whether the
project economically benefitted the respondent, but respondents receiving some sort of
economic benefit from the project reported nearly no annoyance at any sound level.61
This study noted a decrease in annoyance at very close quarters where almost all of the
respondents had economic benefit from the wind turbines.61
Other work has detailed the arrangements that wind farm developers or owners have
entered into with local people, either as rent for using land, or as compensation for
recognised effects including annoyance.68 These often include confidentiality clauses or
clauses in which residents waive their rights to complain about noise or adverse effects.
It would then be unsurprising that these people did not complain about noise or
annoyance if subsequently surveyed.
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Community Conflict
Some commentators suggest that the conflict between communities or opposers and
developers foments the unrest and resistance that leads to complaints or negative
impacts.2 Some research has studied this directly and concluded that the degradation
of quality of life they found was related to noise exposure rather than to community
conflict.21
A number of the field studies that found statistically significant links between perception
and annoyance due to wind turbines, masked the nature of the study so that
respondents were not directed to wind turbines as a source of effects.58
One general conclusion is that, whilst the element of resistance and community conflict
may well have a bearing on the reported experience of some, there is sufficient wellresearched evidence to accept a non-trivial proportion of persons being highly
annoyed.74
Discussion
There are a number of areas of controversy within the literature, about the effects on
health of noise at the levels generated by wind farms.
There is dispute about whether significant levels of noise are heard at all at distances
further from turbines, and how loud they are relative to background noise levels.
Nevertheless, a number of studies show a dose-response relationship between wind
turbine noise and measured effects.
There are different views about the nature of what is heard particularly with regard to
elements of noise, and the role of low frequency noise and infrasound, though there is
an increasing body of evidence about the mechanics of turbine generated noise and
particularly the amplitude modulation effects that are perceived.
There are also areas of disagreement about the nature of the health effects found in
some studies, particularly whether the effects described are an indirect effect secondary
to annoyance, or a direct effect from wind turbines themselves.
This is discussed in some places as the individual‟s response to psychosocial stressors,
but there is also discussion about cause and effect, and whether stress symptoms lead
to, or are a result of annoyance.
The public health approach to health including mental health, recognises the
pychosocial and environmental components that affect our wellbeing. It also recognises
that our health is dependent on coping mechanisms, and building resilience to live with
and respond to challenges, so how we perceive and deal with threats and risks to our
wellbeing is key to our health.
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There is discussion in the wind farm literature about perceived control, and how much
communities and individuals who benefit directly from wind farm development, or who
are in a position to turn them on and off (e.g. domestic wind turbines owned by
householders), have different perceptions of annoyance, or are less likely to report
adverse effects.
This is directly linked by some to economic gain, which may be about the balance of risk
/ cost and benefit in people‟s responses, but also about confidentiality clauses in rental
or compensation agreements preventing complaint.
At least one review has introduced the concept of the nocebo effect (the opposite of the
placebo effectG the attitude of the hearer giving a negative impact to their perception.2
This links to the research on annoyance, and factors that have been shown to influence
annoyance, including finding that some people are more likely to be annoyed if they
have a negative perception of wind farms. However, the fact that studies on annoyance
have detailed a number of factors in addition to preconceived attitudes, that have an
independent effect on levels of annoyance, would suggest that it is only one factor to be
taken into account. This is supported by a number of formally published case studies
where people initially predisposed to wind turbines have been subsequently negatively
affected by noise.68
Some authors discuss the interpretation of symptoms related by some people to wind
farm noise. People seek meaning for symptoms that are unexplained, or for effects not
regarded by others as valid because of either a lack of understanding or objective
measurement, which may lead others to discount personal experience if it cannot be
explained. This may lead people to pursue less credible theories, rather than seeking
better research to further scientific understanding.
Some authors75 argue that the thousands of adverse event reports alongside the
systematically gathered data provide compelling evidence of causation as well as of the
seriousness of the problems reported. They also argue that the failure of explanatory
models does not or should not allow us to deny the existence of the problem, but it does
mean that we do not know how to sufficiently mitigate the effects.
Some of the features of wind turbine noise are particularly relevant to the Shetland
context:
Low ambient noise levels for instance in rural areas, mean that background noise is
often below the levels assumed in noise guidelines, so it might be expected that noise
awareness from wind turbines is greater than in areas with higher levels of background
noise, and that mitigations should take account of this in recommending setback limits,
especially at night.
People were more likely to be annoyed by noise from turbines if they were living in a
rural area, or an area with low background noise, seeing at least one turbine, when they
G

Placebo effect: a positive reaction to a non-active or ineffectual intervention.
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noticed changes for the worse to their living environment, when they had a more
negative attitude to wind turbines in general or to their visual impact on the landscape.
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VIBROACOUSTIC DISEASE & WIND TURBINE SYNDROME
VIBRO-ACOUSTIC EFFECTS
Vibration refers to the way energy travels through solid material (whereas sound is
energy travelling through gas or liquid). At higher frequencies vibrations attenuate
rapidly, it is low frequencies which are of potential concern to human health. When
vibration is detected through a body part in contact with a surface, it is the mechanical
vibration of the surface that is transmitted and felt. Parts of the body also perceive
acoustic sources of vibration - sound waves (described in the section on noise), but they
act differently to a transmitted mechanical vibration.8 Vibration of parts of the body by
sound at one of its resonant frequencies occurs only at very high sound levels and is
not considered a factor in the perception of wind turbine noise by most of the
mainstream scientific literature.
Some people identify the perception of vibration as a component of the noise heard
from wind turbines, sometime as a secondary source of noise from building vibration windows, floors etc.
Vibroacoustic Disease
Vibroacoustic Disease (VAD) is described as a condition caused by occupational
exposure to high levels of low frequency noise, found in groups of workers with a set of
symptoms attributed to their exposure. It is proposed that low frequency noise may
induce pathological changes in various tissues in exposed personnel and in animal
models that accounts for these symptoms, which consist of depression, increased
irritability and aggressiveness, a tendency for isolation, and decreased cognitive skills, a
tendency to epilepsy and cancer, and cardiac problems with specific pathological
features.69
Some people (publishing in the informal literature) link the symptoms described in
relation to annoyance from wind farms as having origins in the same mechanisms as
are described for VAD, and argue that prolonged exposure to lower levels may cause
similar problems, though the scientific establishment regard the risk of this as remote in
light of the much lower levels of low frequency noise and vibration associated with wind
farms.8
Wind Turbine Syndrome
Dr Nina Pierpont published a book: Wind Turbine Syndrome: A Report on a Natural
Experiment76 described as “a scientific report presenting original, primary research on
symptomatic people living near large industrial wind turbines.” She describes a
phenomenon „Wind Turbine Syndrome‟ of a set of symptoms that a number of people
present, that they associate with proximity to wind turbines. She describes a range of
symptoms: sleep disturbance and deprivation, headache, tinnitus, feelings of pressure
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in the ears, dizziness, vertigo, nausea, visual blurring, tachycardia, irritability, problems
with concentration and memory and panic episodes. She describes a number of people
being more susceptible due to a range of pre-existing conditions such as migraine,
motion sensitivity and inner ear damage, but that the symptoms are not „statistically
associated‟ with pre-existing anxiety or other mental disorders.
Dr Pierpont proposes a mechanism of disturbance to balance and position sense
caused by noise and / or vibration, especially low-frequency components, which she
calls Visceral Vibratory Vestibular Disturbance (VVVD). She claims support for these
theories in relation to „balance-related neural relationships‟ as an “anatomic and
physiologic framework for WTS”. She uses „mail-in survey studies‟ of people affected by
wind turbines in terms of annoyance to support her theory, and refers to the published
literature on the effects of environmental noise.
She concludes that further research is needed to clarify the causes and mechanisms of
the effects she attributes to living near wind turbines.
Most of the reviews and health impact assessments published in the formal scientific
literature have disputed the mechanisms proposed by Dr Pierpoint. Though the role of
the vestibular system in the ear is well recognised in causing motion sickness and
similar problems, they argue that the suggestion that VVVD causes vibrations in a
number of organs in the body that link to neural signals and cause conflict with other
sensory inputs, is not considered plausible.
A recent review8 sums the mainstream scientific position as there being no credible
scientific evidence to support these theories, and provides a critique based on peerreviewed evidence to counter her theories.
A number of authors recognise the symptoms in relation to annoyance and stress
responses.77 78
To date the proponents of Wind Turbine Syndrome as described by Dr Pierpoint have
not published research to support their position in the formal peer reviewed scientific
literature.
A number of case studies have documented individual accounts of situations or
experiences, which some authors have linked to Dr Pierpoint‟s theories.
The most commonly sited of these is a study which involved questionnaires sent to
people around the UK already known to be suffering from problems which they felt were
due to their proximity to wind farms.79
The author recognises noise as an intrusion causing annoyance, and that annoyance
may lead to as stress response which may lead to symptoms and illness, but then goes
on to refer to a range of potential theoretical bases for the problems presented,
including Wind Turbine Syndrome as described by Pierpoint, and the Vibroacoustic
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Disease theories described above, suggesting that the lower levels of exposure over
time may cause similar structural changes of tissues.
Though the effects of long term sleep disturbance are well recognised in the formal
literature, the basis of the other theories referred to here are not currently accepted by
much of the mainstream medical community.
There is a problem in that Wind Turbine Syndrome symptoms are all common
symptoms in the general population, and beyond the research on annoyance, there is
little to show that they are more prevalent in the population living close to wind turbines.
Many are common stress responses and so difficult to distinguish or determine the
difference between a stress response to the recognised annoyance from noise,11 and a
separate wind turbine related condition that at present does not appear to have a
substantial theoretical basis.
In summary, science is developed by the generation of hypotheses and the use of
experiments and formal studies to test and prove / disprove them. At present there does
not appear to be any recognised scientific evidence presented to support these
hypotheses.
At best we might say that there are numbers of people who report negative affects and
some consider the mechanisms to be in dispute.
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MITIGATIONS
There is a range of published literature on legislative and best practice guidelines and
mitigations to minimise the potential negative impacts of wind farms.
It is not the purpose of this report to detail or comment on these in any detail, but those
that have been identified in the found literature are referred to briefly here.
A number of reviews and Expert Panels on the health impacts of wind farms refer to
national setback limits and operational guidelines governing or advising on wind
turbines and how to mitigate adverse impacts.1 2 3 4 A number of countries including
Scotland are now setting setback limits of 2km to reduce risks, though these are mostly
guidelines for best practice rather than legal requirements.
Some strategic health impact assessments include advice on the development of wind
farms in terms of gaining community acceptance and reducing adverse impacts through
community engagement, including the importance of “communities consulted with in a
meaningful way”.23 There is a literature on community conflict in relation to wind farm
development, which is not included here.
Detail of setbacks and other technical mitigations are included in a number of industry
codes of practice and government publications on specific effects.37 38 40 48 80
During the construction phase, to avoid workplace injuries and public health and safety
risks, general health and safety measures associated with any major construction
programme are advised, including for instance limiting access to construction sites.3
Flicker: Planning guidance in the UK requires developers to investigate the impact of
shadow flicker. Though it is not subject to government standards in many countries,
best practices are referred to in setback limits and operational guidelines.3 81 Advice
includes: that turbines should be programmed to stop when blade rotation exceeds 3Hz
to avoid the photosensitivity range; recommendations of limits to the numbers of hours
per year for shadow flicker exposure for an individual dwelling; that the layout of wind
farms should ensure that shadows cast by one turbine upon another are not readily
visible to the public; that shadows should not fall across windows of nearby buildings;
and that the reflection from blades should be minimised through the use of nonreflective and / or dark colouring.1 33
EMR: Guidelines are in place giving advice on restrictions on exposure and other
measures to avoid adverse effects from electromagnetic radiation, developed by a
number of government bodies both nationally and internationally. The Health & Safety
Executive (HSE), National Radiation Protection Board (NRPB) and Ofcom (for
emissions around mobile phone base stations) are the main regulating agencies in the
UK. These bodies also disseminate information and advice to the public on the potential
health hazards of non-ionising radiation.
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Exposure guidelines are designed to avoid levels known to cause stimulation and
physical effects, and are now more conservative than historically due to revised
modelling. Exposure guidelines for the public have become more restricted (20%) than
for occupational exposure, a precautionary approach which allows for greater sensitivity
e.g. in children, medicated individuals and older people.40
For very localised sources, guidelines recommend assessment through dosimetry i.e.
direct measurement case by case.
Noise: Noise regulations that apply to wind farms vary between different countries,
some regulating noise levels are specific to wind turbines, others were developed for
different noise sources. Some are absolute e.g. Germany, whilst others relate to
background noise levels e.g. France.
There are recommended international and national limits for a range of noise levels and
situations: WHO Community45 and Night Time Noise Guidelines47 which specify that
outside sound levels should be low enough at night to allow people to sleep with their
bedroom windows open, and some nations have limits for environmental low frequency
and infrasound levels indoors and outdoors.1 55
A number of publications conclude that wind turbines affect health at distances currently
permitted under national guidelines,82 and include recommendations for review of
guidance on specific effects associated with the impacts of noise from wind farms.
Technical UK guidance on noise limits recognises that the current guidance does not
take account of the distinguishing characteristics of wind turbines (higher levels of
modulation), that have given rise to complaints.12 Some researchers ask for more
specific mitigations for instance on setback distances of >2km in hilly terrain.21
More recent publications argue the need for further research to inform the development
of different approaches to mitigation and moderating effects, for instance to safeguard
community health and well-being given the annoyance linked to health effects,
recognising that impacts are only partly known and understood. 66 67 83
The principles of mitigation are well described in documents such as WHO Community
Noise which refers to UN Agenda 21 supporting a number of environmental
management principles including the precautionary principle and the „pollutor pays‟
principle.
“When there is a reasonable possibility that the public health will be endangered, even
though scientific proof may be lacking, action should be taken to protect the public
health, without awaiting the full scientific proof. The full costs associated with noise
pollution (including monitoring, management, lowering levels and supervision) should be
met by those responsible for the source of the noise. Action should be taken wherever
possible to reduce noise at the source.”45
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WHO also recommends levels should be set “to protect the majority of people from
being seriously annoyed.”
Risk is something that we all live with on a daily basis. Public policy is usually
developed in relation to acceptable levels of risk. What constitutes „acceptable‟ in the
literature on mitigating the effect of wind farms on health is still the subject of some
debate.
“Any new technology brings questions and concerns regarding health and safety
implications that must be assessed, and the impact of such, publicly acknowledged." 3
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SUMMARY
This report is written to respond to a request from the Shetland Charitable Trust, to
provide a report on the “health effects (if any) of wind farms”.
METHOD
There are a large number of reviews of the evidence of the health impacts of wind
farms1 2 4 14 and literature reviews of varying range and depth,3 6 9 available from
government bodies internationally, from independent scientific bodies or expert panels,7
10 11
and from supporters and opposers to wind farm developments including the industry
itself.
There is a limited amount of original scientific research, epidemiological field studies, 20
21 61 71
observational and measurement studies,10 21 22 23 and a large number of case
studies both from the formal scientific literature and in informal public media.
There are a number of Health Impact Assessments done on individual wind farm
developments15 16 17 18 that apply the findings of research to the local context.
This report draws on the evidence and literature published to date as found, and the
summary and conclusions attempt to bring it together in a form that is accessible and
understandable to the lay reader. Any omissions / errors are unintentional and mine
alone.
The potential impacts of wind farms in relation to the health of local populations can be
summarised under the following headings: construction and operational safety; flicker,
electromagnetic radiation, and noise including low frequency sound. The report is
divided into sections under each of these headings. Some Health and Environmental
Impact Assessments also include features of social and economic impact that might be
considered to have an indirect impact on health, but these are not covered in this report.
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY
The risks of construction work of wind farms on health are non-specific as for many
large, industrial scale constructions with a well rehearsed range of health and safety
issues in relation to workplace injuries; inappropriate access by the public to the
construction site; Road Traffic Accidents from industrial traffic due to increased traffic
volumes in the construction phase; and the potential for traffic delays and road blockage
causing delays to emergency services access.3 16 17
In the operational phase, safety issues with potential health consequences consist of
structural failure of part or whole blades being thrown, turbine collapse, or ice fragment
throw from icing of the blades in wintry conditions.1 32 These risks are minimised by
setback limits and operational guidance.
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FLICKER
Shadows caused by wind turbine blade rotation can cause flickering that contributes to
the annoyance perceived by some people.35 Shadow flicker can cause epileptic fits in
some people with epilepsy, though this is unlikely at the normal rotational speed of wind
turbines.1 3 33
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
While many studies indicate that exposure to electric and magnetic fields at the levels
normally found in homes does not cause health effects,37 there is some uncertainty
regarding the risk of childhood leukaemia in households living very close to overhead
power lines.25
Magnetic fields are not considered to have sufficient energy to damage cells, so there is
no known mechanism or clear experimental evidence to explain how these effects might
happen. The general view is that there is no evidence of any link between health effects
and the electromagnetic radiation generated around wind turbines1 36 44 though some
authors dispute this.44
NOISE
Noise at much higher levels than generated by wind farms (usually industrial) can cause
hearing impairment, and effects on performance. There is some evidence from
community studies that environmental noise at levels experienced from road traffic and
aircraft is related to hypertension and may be a minor risk factor for Coronary Heart
Disease. There are well established links between noise and sleep disturbance, and
there is increased sensitivity to noise at night leading to annoyance and sleep
disturbance.45 47
It is generally accepted that the primary effect of low frequency noise on people is
annoyance.43 47 57 Annoyance is recognised as a critical health effect, and is associated
in some people with stress, sleep disturbance, and interference with daily living.45
There is an increasing body of evidence that noise levels associated with wind farms
cause annoyance, in a dose-related response. The higher the sound level, the more
likely people are to hear noise, and though a small % of people who hear sound are
annoyed by it, that % increases with increasing sound levels.20 22 58 61 70 71
A range of symptoms are attributed to the noise of wind turbines in people living close to
them, which are those associated with general environmental noise exposure, and are
often also described as stress symptoms. They include headache, irritability, difficulty
concentrating, fatigue, dizziness, anxiety, and sleep disturbance, and are often
described in relation to annoyance.
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There are some particular features of the noise associated with wind turbines that
contributes to the annoyance perceived by some people, including visual and
environmental factors, and it is recognised that low level noise from wind turbines is
more often found to cause annoyance than similar levels from other sources.61 67 71
Some consider that the common cause of complaints from wind farms is not associated
with low frequency noise but with the audible modulation of the aerodynamic noise,
especially at night.11 12 There is also evidence that some people perceive the low
frequency noise components of wind turbine noise, and that these are more significant
at night and with large wind turbines.20 54 56
There are mitigating factors that reduce the impact of noise from wind farms on local
people, including some features of the landscape, and environmental and attitudinal
perceptions to wind turbines.
There is no reliable evidence to say that infrasound at the levels produced by wind
farms causes either physiological or psychological effects, but more recent theories of
the potential perception of infrasound might lend support to reports of effects not
previously measured or understood.50 53 54
Regardless of whether the perceived impacts of noise from wind farms are physiological
or psychological in nature, they are considered to cause adverse health effects through
sleep disturbance, reducing the quality of life and as a source of annoyance which
sometimes leads to stress related symptoms.1 3 4 21 62
“Any new technology brings questions and concerns regarding health and safety
implications that must be assessed, and the impact of such, publicly acknowledged” 3
and research into the relationship between Wind Turbine noise and health effects
continues.1
Vibroacoustic Disease and Wind Turbine Syndrome
Vibroacoustic Disease (VAD) is a condition associated with very high exposures to low
frequency noise in some occupational settings.69
Wind Turbine Syndrome76 is not a recognized medical diagnosis, but is used by some to
describe a set of symptoms that some people associate with living near to wind farms.
The general view from the scientific community is that the collective symptoms labelled
as WTS in some people exposed to wind turbines are likely to be associated with
annoyance.8
MITIGATIONS
This report does not cover the literature on mitigations in any detail, but there is a range
of published literature on legislative and best practice guidelines and mitigations to
minimise the potential negative impacts of wind farms. These are usually framed as
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setback limits and operational guidelines which include advice to minimise the potential
impacts of blade throw, flicker and noise. A number of reviews of the health impacts of
wind farms propose more sensitive limits to deal with specific features that cause
annoyance.
CONCLUSIONS
Wind turbines are known to cause a number of effects that have an impact on health:
risks from ice throw and structural failures that are minimised by appropriate setback
distances; noise and shadow flicker that are sources of annoyance, sleep disturbance
and symptoms of stress in some people.
Current mitigations do not entirely deal with the annoyance caused by wind farms, the
results of which are a cause of distress and related ill health for a number of people
living in the vicinity.
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS
EMF

electromagnetic fields

EMR

electromagnetic radiation

EU

European Union

HIA

Health Impact Assessment

HPA

Health Protection Authority

HSE

Health & Safety Executive

Hz

Hertz: cycles per second: a measure of frequency of noise or radio waves

ICNIRP

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection

IS

Infrasound: sound below the threshold of human hearing, usually <20Hz

LFN

low frequency noise

NIR

non-ionizing radiation

NRPB

National Radiological Protection Board

PSE

photosensitive epilepsy

WF

wind farms

WT

wind turbines

WHO

World Health Organisation
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